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Crescent Moon Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 340 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.8in.THE
JAMES BOND MOVIES OF THE 1980s A survey of Eon
Productions series of James Bond films, which have long been
considered among the most popular and successful of British
movies, and have also come to be regarded as a useful
barometer of Western geopolitical attitudes throughout the
series long-running duration. This new book from Thomas A.
Christie takes a look at all of the Bond films produced during
the 1980s, and investigates the series changing approach to its
subject matter during this most socially turbulent of decades.
Moving from the East-West tension plotlines of the later Roger
Moore James Bond films into a conscious deviation towards
less conventional subject areas during the Timothy Dalton era,
Bonds evolving role as a Cold War hero is examined in order to
ascertain just how the character was adapted to meet the
demands of rapidly changing world affairs. The Eighties saw a
more nuanced approach to the Iron Curtain in comparison to
earlier films in the series, with the films covering topics as wide-
ranging as free-market capitalism and the home electronics
boom, and the movie producers ongoing efforts...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth
reading. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Cla ud B er nha r d-- Cla ud B er nha r d

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and
amazing literature. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr . Ger da  B er g na um-- Dr . Ger da  B er g na um
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